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Abstract. Graph rewrite rules, programmed by sequencing and iteration, suffice to define the computable functions on graphs—in theory. In
practice however, the control program may become hard to formulate,
hard to understand, and even harder to verify. Therefore, we have extended graph rewrite rules by variables that are instantiated by a kind
of hyperedge replacement, before the so instantiated rules are applied to
a graph. This way, rules can be defined recursively over the structure of
the graphs where they apply, in a fully declarative way. Generic rules
with variables and recursive rule instantiation have been implemented in
the graph rewrite tool GrGen.

1

Introduction

Graph rewriting is a basis for rule-based (“declarative”) programming with
graphs, in the same way as term rewriting is a basis of functional programming—
another rule-based paradigm. The following example from biology illustrates essential concepts of functional programming. We take this as a starting point
for discussing concepts that would be useful for rule-based programming with
graphs, and shall come back to it later.
Example 1 (Transcribing DNA to RNA). The genetic information of DNA is
coded in four nucleic bases guanine (G), cytosine (C), adenine (A), and thymine
(T), where uracil (U) replaces thymine in RNA. These bases form pairs G–C and
A–T/U. A transcription of DNA to RNA starts after a sequence “TATAAA” on
the DNA strand, and builds an RNA strand with complementary bases, until
the termination sequence “CCCACT. . . AGTGGGAAAAAA” is found (where
“. . . ” stands for six arbitrary bases).
The following Haskell function defines transcription on strings representing
the base sequences.
transcription ds
| length ds < 30 = []
| isTATAAA ds = d2rna ((drop 6) ds)
| otherwise = transcription ( tail ds) where
d2rna ds | length ds < 24 = error ”unterminated gene”
| isCCCACTuvwxyzAGTGGGAAAAAA ds = []
| otherwise = d2r (head ds) : d2rna ( tail ds)
d2r ’A’ = ’U’; d2r ’C’ = ’G’; d2r ’T’ = ’A’; d2r ’G’ = ’C’;
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(The omitted functions “isTATAAA” and “isCCC. . . AAA” test whether their arguments begin with the corresponding bases, and (drop i) removes i leading
elements from a list.)
A rule-based functional language offers the following concepts:
1. A function may be defined with several rules that use pattern matching and
application conditions for case distinction.
2. Patterns may contain variables like ds, which are placeholders for values with
a specific, possibly recursive structure—character lists in this case.
3. Functions are defined by recursion over the structure of values. In our example, d2rna calls d2r on the head, and itself recursively on the tail of its
argument.
Graph rewrite rules do certainly provide pattern matching, and may also support
application conditions. However, in contrast to term rewriting, graph rewrite
rules do not support variables that are placeholders for graphs of a specific structure. In most cases, structural recursion is not supported either. Instead, several
graph rewrite tools feature constructs for choosing a rule from a set, sequential
composition, and iteration. This suffices to define all computable functions on
graphs [12]. However, are these concepts adequate from a programmer’s point
of view? They do suggest a style of programming that is imperative rather than
declarative. More importantly, they certainly allow to control which rule shall
be applied next, but provide only little help to control the places where it shall
be applied.
Considering these deficiencies, we have extended the graph-rewrite tool GrGen [2] by generic rules with variables, where structure rules define the graphs
that may be substituted for variables. Several structure rules may define alternative substitutions of a variable, and the substitutions may contain variables
again, also recursively. So, a generic rule is instantiated recursively over a graph
structure before it is applied. Variables may be placeholders for sub-patterns of
a generic rule, like ds is a placeholder for string values. However, they may as
well denote a sub-rule, like d2rna and d2r denote auxiliary functions in the example above. This concept shall improve the support for a declarative style of
programming with graphs.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, the concepts of singlepushout (SPO) rewriting with negative application conditions are recalled. In
Section 3, controlled graph rewriting is discussed. The limitations of these control
programs have motivated our extension of rules by variables that are substituted
according to recursive structure rules, which is described in Section 4. Finally,
some related and future work is outlined in Section 5.

2

Graph Rewriting

In this section, we review the major notions of graphs and rules implemented in
the graph rewrite generator GrGen which is fully documented in [2] and [7].
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Graphs. The graphs used in GrGen are directed and allow loops and multiple
edges from one node to another one. Their nodes and edges are labeled (typed).
Undirected edges are supported too, but for conciseness we want to view them as
a shorthand notation for pairs of undirected counter-parallel edges in this paper.
A fixed pair T = (Ṫ , T̄ ) of disjoint finite sets provides types for nodes and edges.
A (typed) graph G = (Ġ, Ḡ, src G , tgt G , τ̇G , τ̄G ) consists of disjoint finite sets Ġ of
nodes and Ḡ of edges, with mappings src G , tgt G : Ḡ → Ġ that associate a source
and a target node to its edges, and type mappings τ̇G : Ġ → Ṫ and τ̄G : Ḡ → T̄ .
We often write “x ∈ G” instead of “x ∈ Ġ or x ∈ Ḡ” and call x an item of G.
Let G and H be graphs. A pair m = (ṁ, m̄) of functions ṁ : Ġ → Ḣ and
m̄ : Ḡ → H̄ is a graph morphism (or just morphism, for short) if it preserves
sources, targets, and types, i.e., if src H ◦ m̄ = ṁ ◦ src G , tgt H ◦ m̄ = ṁ ◦ tgt G ,
τ̇G = τ̇H ◦ ṁ, and τ̄G = τ̄H ◦ m̄. Then m is denoted as m : G → H, and called
injective (surjective resp.) if its component mappings have this property. If m is
injective and surjective, G and H are isomorphic, denoted as G ∼
= H.
We say that a graph G is a subgraph of a graph H, and write G ⊆ H, if
the nodes and edges of G are subsets of those of H, and the mappings of G are
restrictions of the respective mappings of H to Ḡ and Ġ.
Let G be a graph with a subgraph D ⊆ G. A morphism m : D → H is called a
partial morphism from G to H, written m : G 99K H, and D is called the domain
of m, denoted by Dom(m). The partial morphism m is total if Dom(m) = G.
Example 2 (Graphs). In Figure 1, the molecular structure of the nucleic base
cytosine is specified in GrGen (on the right-hand side), and as a diagram (on
the left-hand side). The GrGen program model on top declares four node types
representing atoms, which are extensions of the predefined node type Node. Undirected edges of the predefined type UEdge represent chemical bonds. In the graph
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C; // Program model
H;
N;
O;

test cytosine {
n1:N -- c1:C -- c2:C;
c2 -- c3:C -- n2:N -- c4:C -- n1;
c2 -- c1; n2 -- c3;
n1 -- :H; c1 -- :H; c2 -- :H;
c3 -- n3:N -- :H; n3 -- :H;
c4 -- o:O -- c4;
}

Fig. 1. The molecular structure of cytosine
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specification4 below, items are introduced with x : t, where x is an optional item
identifier, and t its type; items may be reused with their name. An undirected
edge e with source x and target y is introduced by “x - e - y”, and “--”
introduces an anonymous edge of type UEdge.
In diagrams of graphs, nodes are depicted as circles, and edges are drawn as
arrows from their source to their target nodes, undirected edges without tips.
The type will be inscribed to the circle of a node, and ascribed to the arrow of
an edge. Sometimes, node identifiers are ascribed to their circles.
Rewriting. GrGen is based on rewrite rules according to the single-pushout
approach (SPO for short, see [15] for details) that may have negative application
conditions as defined in [10].
A graph rewrite rule (rule, for short) is an injective partial morphism r : P 99K
R. A conditional rule is a pair (C, r) with r as above, and a set C = {c1 , . . . , ck }
of injective morphisms ci : P → P̃i (with 1 6 i 6 k). The graphs P̃i are negative
patterns, P is the pattern, and R is the replacement of (C, r).
An injective total morphism m : P → G is a match of a conditional rule
(C, r) as above if for all c : P → P̃ in C there is no total injective morphism
m̃ : P̃ → G so that m̃ ◦ c = m. A rewrite step of G using (C, r) via a match m
yields a graph G0 that is defined as a pushout, and can be constructed from the
disjoint union of G and R by (i) identifying, for all x ∈ Dom(r), the items r(x)
and m(x), and (ii) deleting, for every x ∈ P \ Dom(r), the item m(x), including
all edges of G that are incident with m(x) if x is a node.
Such a step is denoted as G ⇒m,C,r G0 . For a finite or infinite set R of
conditional rules, we write G ⇒R G0 if G ⇒m,C,r G0 for some match m and
some (C, r) ∈ R. As usual, ⇒∗R shall denote the reflexive-transitive closure
of ⇒R .
The default way of rewriting in GrGen is via injective matches, but a specification hom(x,y) allows that the items x and y in P are identified by a match.
This can be modeled by extending the rule set R by a variant of the rule wherein
x and y are identical. However, a potential match m̃(P̃ ) of a negative pattern
may always overlap with the match m(P ) of the pattern in an arbitrary way.
Rules as Graphs. Since rules shall be instantiated by applying other rules to
them (in the next section), it is important to note that a conditional rule can be
represented as a single graph. The rule graph hC, ri of a conditional
U rule (C, r) is
obtained from the disjoint union of its graph components P ]R ] (c : P →P̃ )∈C P̃
by identifying, for every x ∈ Dom(r), x with r(x), and for every c : P → P̃ ∈ C
and every y ∈ Dom(c), y with c(y).
Example 3 (A Rule Graph). The rule in Figure 2 extends a ribose chain in correspondence to a deoxyribose chain. Here and in the following examples, DNA and
RNA are represented by chains, with nodes (of type D for deoxyribose and R for
4

Actually, this is a test for the existence of a cytosine molecule in a graph.
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rule NextChainElement
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rule NextChainElem(prev:D, rprev:R):(D,R)
{
prev -:PG-> d:D;
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return(d,r);
}
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}

Fig. 2. Rule NextChainElem extending a ribose chain

ribose) representing the sugars, and edges of type PG representing the phosphate
groups linking them. Nodes labeled A, C, G, T, and U that are connected to the
sugars represent the nucleic bases.
The textual notation of the rule in the specification language of GrGen is
shown on the right-hand side. The rule has a name (NextChainElement), two
node parameters (prev, rprev) and two result nodes (d, r). Parameters may be
used in the body, and results are indicated by return. The outer block defines
the pattern of the rule (in line 3); it contains a modify -block that specifies
how items shall be added to the pattern (in line 6). A delete -list could indicate
nodes and items to be removed from the pattern; this is not used in our example.
One or more negative -blocks could define negative application conditions (as
in rule DNAchain of Example 5).
The rule graph of NextChainElement is shown on the left-hand side of the
figure. The rule name appears at the top of the graph, its parameters are annotated with hini, and its results with houti. Items in R that are not in r(P ) are
annotated with hcreatei, whereas items in P that are not in Dom(r) would be
annotated with hdeletei, and items of the negative application condition would
be crossed out.

3

Controlled Graph Rewriting

Controlled rewriting is typically expressed by operations that combine single
rule applications. As an example, we summarize the (graph) rewrite sequences
offered by GrGen.
– A rule application (y1 , . . . yk ) = r(x1 , . . . , xm ) attempts to extend the
matches of its parameters x1 , . . . , xm to an arbitrary match of its pattern
so that the rule can be applied. If this is possible, the application succeeds,
and defines the variables y1 , . . . yk ; otherwise it fails. A test is handled the
same way, but does not modify the graph.
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– For rewrite sequences S1 , S2 , the logical operations conjunction S1 && S2
and disjunction S1 || S2 are evaluated lazily from left to right: S2 is not
evaluated if the success or failure of S1 does already determine the result
of the operation. Their strict counterparts &, |, and the negation ! exist as
well.
– Iteration is supported by the constructs S ∗ and S + which evaluate a rewrite
sequence S until it fails. S ∗ never fails, and S + is equivalent to S && S ∗ .
– Transactional brackets hSi undo all effects of intermediate evaluation steps
in a rewrite sequence S if the evaluation of S as a whole fails. Backtracking
however – in the sense of exploring all possible rewrite sequence applications
automatically – is not supported; this yields high efficiency in many cases,
but complicates handling of recursive structures, as it is not possible to
simply restart a stuck sequence at the last decision point.
A. Habel and D. Plump have shown in [12] that rewrite programs supporting
(i) choice of one rule from a set of (DPO) graph rewrite rules, (ii) sequential
composition, and (iii) exhaustive application suffice to define every computable
function on graphs. However, this does not mean that this kind of control supports practical programming in an optimal way.
Example 4 (A Graph Rewrite Sequence for DNA Transcription). The following
graph rewrite sequence performs DNA-to-RNA transcription like the Haskell
function in Example 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

< (prev,rprev) = findTATAAA
&& ( !isCCCACTuvwxyzAGTGGGAAAAA(prev)
&& (prev,rprev)=NextChainElement(prev,rprev)
&& (A(prev,rprev) || C(prev,rprev) || G(prev,rprev) || T(prev,rprev))
)*
&& isCCCACTuvwxyzAGTGGGAAAAA(prev) >

The rule findTATAAA searches for the transcription starting sequence, the rule
NextChainElement known from Example 3 extends the ribose chain to the rear,
and the rules A, C, G, and T construct the nucleic base pair for the RNA chain
that is complementary to the nucleic base in the DNA chain. (Their rules are
similar to the alternatives of the pattern DNANucleotide shown in Example 5
further below.)
It is remarkable that the rewrite rules themselves perform rather trivial tasks
(finding a subsequence, duplicating a chain element, attaching a node), whereas
the controlling rewrite sequence that combines them is rather complex, even
for such a small example. For efficient rewriting it is important to pass nodes
matched in one rule to another one. Then we cannot only control which rule
is to be applied next, but may also indicate where it shall be applied. Rewrite
sequences can achieve this only for linear structures like lists, but for non-linear
recursive structures like trees, parameter passing cannot be handled without
general recursion in rewrite programs. The concepts devised for overcoming the
limitations of rewrite programs are described in the next section.
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Generic Rules

In his master thesis [14], E. Jakumeit has designed and implemented rules with
structural recursion. Extending the rules strengthens the rule-based kernel of
GrGen, rather than the rewrite sequences defined on top of it. The basic idea
is that a generic rule contains variables, nonterminal nodes which are attached
to a fixed number of terminal nodes. A set of structure rules describes how
variables can be substituted. A variable may have several substitutions, which
can be used alternatively. These substitutions may again contain variables, even
in a recursive way. If the variable occurs in a pattern (positive or negative) of
the generic rule, its instantiation yields a sub-pattern. However, since generic
rules are represented as rule graphs, a variable may be attached to its (positive)
pattern and replacement at the same time. Then its instantiation yields a subrule. Both sub-patterns and sub-rules are defined by structural recursion.
Formally, the semantics of generic rules is defined by a two-level graph rewrite
process. First, all variables in a generic rule are instantiated according to the
structure rules, by a context-free way of graph rewriting similar to hyperedge
replacement [9]. This process yields a language of simple rules that may be
infinite. Then, the host graph is rewritten with the resulting simple rules.
Assumption (Nonterminal Types). We assume that the type alphabets T =
(Ṫ , T̄ ) contain a subset N ⊆ Ṫ of nonterminals, which are equipped with an arity
function A : N → ℘(T̄ × (Ṫ \ N )).
For all graphs G occurring in the following, we assume that nonterminals are
used according to their arity: Whenever G contains a node x with τ̇G (x) = n ∈
N , G shall contain, for every (t̄, ṫ) ∈ A(n), exactly one edge e and node y with
src G (e) = x and tgt G (e) = y so that τ̄G (e) = t̄ and ṫ = τ̇G (y).
Nonterminals will occur only during instantiation, as types of variables in
generic rules or in structure rules, but neither in the host graphs, nor in the
simple rules applied to them. The remaining types, (Ṫ \ N ) ∪ T̄ , are called
terminal, as well as rules and graphs over these types.
Variables. A node x with type n ∈ N is called a variable. A variable x is
called straight if it has as many incident edges as adjacent nodes. A subgraph
S induced by the incident edges of a variable is called a star, and its edges are
called rays, and drawn like that (see Figure 3).
Structure Rules. A rule s = S 99K hri is a structure rule if its pattern S is a
straight star, hri is the graph of an unconditional rule r : P 99K R, and Dom(s) is
the discrete subgraph that contains all terminal nodes of S. With Sp we denote
the maximal subgraph of Dom(s) so that its image s(Sp ) is in the pattern P of
the rule graph hri. A structure rule s = S 99K hri is a sub-pattern structure rule
if the morphism r : P 99K R is total and surjective, otherwise, it is a sub-rule
structure rule.
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Instantiation of Generic Rules. A conditional rule (C, r) with r : P 99K R
is called generic if every variable y in R has a variable x in P with r(x) = y.
Let T = hC, ri be the graph of a generic rule and consider a structure rule
s = S 99K hr̂i. A total morphism m : S → T is a rule match if m(Sp ) is a
subgraph of the pattern of the rule graph hC, ri, or, if s is actually a sub-pattern
structure rule (and Sp = S), if m(S) either lies completely in a negative pattern
P̃ (where c : P → P̃ ∈ C), or in the pattern of hC, ri. Then T ⇒m,∅,s T 0 is an
instantiation step, where the transformed graph is a rule graph T 0 = hC 0 , r0 i
again, whose negative patterns, pattern and replacement can be distinguished
by considering the pushouts for Sp and S \ Sp separately.
Let S be a finite set of structure rules, and define ⇒S to be its instantiation
relation. Then S derives, for some set R of generic conditional rules, the set of
simple conditional rules
S(R) = {hC 0 , r0 i | hC, ri ∈ R, hC, ri ⇒∗S hC 0 , r0 i, where hC 0 , r0 i is terminal}
The rewrite relation of generic rules R over structure rules S is given as ⇒S(R) .
Example 5 (Transcription of DNA to RNA). Coming back to Examples 1 and 4,
we show a generic rule transcribing DNA to RNA in Figure 3. Now the transcription can be specified by a single rule, with three nonterminals DNAChain,
DNANucleotide, and isCCCACTuvwxyzAGTGGGAAAAAA. We first discuss the textual notation of GrGen on the right-hand side of the figure. Six structure rules
define the sub-rules End, Chain and A, C, G, T for the first two nonterminals;
Chain uses DNAChain recursively. The rays and adjacent nodes of these nonterminals are given by the names and types of the formal parameters that follow
their name, plus those that follow the modify blocks in their rules. The structure
rule for the nonterminal isCCC. . .AAA defines a sub-pattern; note that it is used
for two (anonymous) variables: as a negative application pattern in the structure
rule End, and as a positive pattern in Chain. Using two (or more) variables of
the same structure within one rule is also important for expressing structural
recursion over non-linear structures like trees.
Note that the abstract DNA model employed here, where nodes and edges
represent sub-molecules, can easily be defined on the underlying chemical structure that is composed of atoms. To do that, every nucleic base node (of type A,
C, G, T, or U), every phosphate group edge (of type PG), and every sugar node
(of type D or R) has to be turned into a nonterminal, whose structure rules specify the corresponding sub-molecules, and have one, two, and three attachment
points respectively, which have to be joined according to the chemical bonds
between these sub-molecules. See [14] for details.
Rule Application. Instantiating generic rules first, and matching them afterwards is only possible in theory —in practice, we have to interleave instantiation
with matching, as sketched in the following operational semantics of the recursive
rules, which has been implemented in the extension of GrGen [14]:
1. The terminal items in the generic rule’s pattern are matched.
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rule transcription() {
d1:D -:PG-> d2:D -:PG-> d3:D -:PG-> d4;
d4:D -:PG-> d5:D -:PG-> d6:D -:PG-> d7;
d7:D; d1 --> :T; d2 --> :A; d3 --> :T;
d4 --> :A; d5 --> :A; d6 --> :A;
d2r:DNAChain(d7);
modify {
r:R; // new starting point for RNA
d2r(r);
}
}
pattern DNAChain(prev:D) {
alternative {
End {
:isCCCACTuvwxyzAGTGGGAAAAAA(prev);
modify(rprev:R) {
}
}
Chain {
negative {
:isCCCACTuvwxyzAGTGGGAAAAAA(prev);
}
prev -:PG-> next:D;
head:DNANucleotide(prev);
tail:DNAChain(next);
modify(rprev:R) {
rprev -:PG-> rnext:R;
head(rprev);
tail(rnext);
}
}
}
modify(rprev:R) { }
}
pattern DNANucleotide(d:D) {
alternative {
A { // analogously for C, G. T
d --> a:A;
modify(r:R) {
r --> u:U;
}
}
...
}
pattern isCCCACTuvwxyzAGTGGGAAAAAA(d:D) {
...
}

Fig. 3. DNA-to-RNA Transcription defined with a generic rule
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2. It is checked whether the terminal items of a negative pattern may be
matched.
3. If this is the case, a variable attached to this negative pattern is substituted
according to a structure rule, and matching continues in step 2. If no variable
is left in the negative pattern, a match is found, and application of the rule
fails.
4. Otherwise, a variable attached to the pattern is substituted with one of its
structure rules, and matching continues with step 4. If there is no variable
anymore in the pattern, application of the rule succeeds.
5. The replacement of the generic rule—wherein variables are now instantiated—
replaces the match of the rule.
The structure rules S correspond to hyperedge replacement graph grammars.
Thus non-productive nonterminals, unused nonterminals, and chain rules can be
detected and removed [9]. When we assume S to be free of such nonterminals
and rules, the operational semantics is effective, since the substitution process
is bound to terminate. If the rules are defined with care, it can also be efficient.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have described a concept by which graph rewrite rules can be
refined recursively so that advanced transformation tasks can be specified by
a single rule, without using imperative control structures. The declarative rule
gets applied in one single step to the host graph, in contrast to the sequence
of host graph states occuring during programmed rewriting. The concept has
been implemented in GrGen.NET 2.0, which is available at www.grgen.net.
Due to lack of space, we have simplified the full concepts of GrGen in several
respects: Nodes and edges of graphs may carry attribute values, their typing
may use inheritance, and the structure rules used for refining generic rules may
themselves be conditional.
The idea of using rules to refine rules has been first used in two-level (vanWijngaarden) grammars [3]. Early adaptations of this idea to graph grammars [13, 8] were oriented towards defining graph languages, and not intended for
defining computations on graphs. The graph variables of shaped generic graph
rewrite rules [5] resemble the variables introduced here; they are refined by adaptive star replacement [4]. This is more general than the star replacement used
here, but more difficult (and less efficient) to implement. Graph variables as such
were first proposed in [16], but without the capability to constrain the shape of
the graph to be matched. The path expressions and multi-nodes of Progres [17]
and Fujaba [6] allow matching of a subset of the structures which can be handled by recursive sub-patterns. (In contrast to the instantiations defined here,
the match of a path expression may overlap with the rest of a match.) Fujaba [6] as well as earlier versions of GrGen furthermore support recursion on
the right hand side of a rule, i.e., it is possible to call a rule during a rewrite
step, after the match is done. This is purely imperative, because the calling rule
will make its changes to the graph anyway—regardless whether the called rule is
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applicable or not. Viatra [1] was the first graph rewrite system to support recursive sub-patterns, sub-rules however are not supported (they are only vaguely
sketched in the given reference). As of now it still is the only other system offering sub-patterns, but about two orders of magnitude slower than GrGen [14].
In any of the mentioned cases, variables are placeholders for sub-patterns only,
so that recursive patterns can get matched, but not rewritten (besides deleting
the entire sub-pattern).
An interesting question for the future is: Can rules and patterns be merged to
a single concept? Then, generic rules could refer to other rules like to variables,
and the application of a rule could “call” other rules, also recursively. With an
additional concept for the sequential composition of rules, this could set up a fully
declarative way of programming with graph rewrite rules that is computationally
complete in the sense of [12]. For such a declarative framework, it would also be
promising to analyze properties of generic rules, such as the existence of critical
pairs, or to try to transfer first results concerning overlapping rules with graph
variables [11] to it.
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